In order to predict the thermal and mechanical loads during re-entry, the URANUS (Upwind Relaxation Algorithm for Nonequilibrium Flows of the University of Stuttgart) has been being developed at the Institute of Space Systems (IRS) of the Universität Stuttgart. For the accurate determination of the thermochemical conditions, advanced thermochemical relaxation models for the gas-phase as well as sophisticated gas-surface interaction models have been developed. The Navier-Stokes equations for the 11-component air flow, which consists of
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Introduction
During re-entry of a space vehicle into the atmosphere, high thermal and mechanical loads arise. Typical re-entry velocities from low earth orbit (LEO) are about 8 km/s leading to a specific gas enthalpy of 32 MJ/kg. Due to the high velocity, a compression shock forms in front of the vehicle. As a consequence, temperature and pressure increase by factors of approximately 250 and 1000, respectively. With rising atmospheric density the speed of the vehicle decreases. For ballistic vehicles the thermal loads reach a maximum at about 60 km of altitude, where the velocity is about 6 km/s. Under these conditions pressure increases to about 20 kPa and translational temperature increases to about 20000 K across the normal shock in front of the vehicle. Downstream of the shock, relaxation of internal degrees of freedom like rotation and vibration as well as chemistry arises. Roughly 2/3 of the energy of the high-enthalpy gas flow is converted into chemical enthalpy by chemical reactions, leading to the temperature being reduced to about 6000 K. Within the boundary layer the temperature is reduced to about 2000 K at the surface. Under peak heating conditions, the reaction velocity in the boundary layer is not high enough to obtain chemical equilibrium. Hence, the gas flow reaching the surface of the vehicle may be mainly composed of highly reactive atoms. Recombination of atoms at the thermal protection system (TPS) may release the energy stored in the chemical composition of the gas, hereby increasing the thermal loads of the surface. Restricting the investigation to non-ablative TPS materials, convective heat transfer and catalysed reactions at the surface dominate the heat flux.
The re-entry from interplanetary missions leads to even more challenging problems. Since the entry speed is about 12 km/s, a specific gas enthalpy of 72 MJ/kg arises. Due to the higher speed, the compression ratio across the shock becomes as high as 2000 and the post shock temperatures can reach 100000 K. The post shock relaxation leads to a decrease of temperature down to approximately 12000 K. Since an interplanetary re-entry vehicle is usually smaller than re-entry vehicles returning from LEO, the stagnation point's heat flux may exceed 10 MW/m 2 . In comparison to an entry from LEO, ionisation reactions and radiation effects become an important issue. While the convective heat flux depends primarily on the enthalpy and density of the atmosphere as well as on the geometry of the vehicle, the radiative heat flux is additionally much more dependent on the composition behind the shock. The situation is further complicated if the thermo-chemical state of the gas is not in equilibrium, since in this case simplifications of the distribution of internal energy are questionable.
In order to predict the thermal and mechanical loads during re-entry, URANUS (Upwind Relaxation Algorithm for Nonequilibrium Flows of the University on Stuttgart) has been being developed at the Institute of Space Systems (IRS) of the Universität Stuttgart. For the accurate determination of the thermochemical conditions, advanced thermochemical relaxation models for the gas-phase 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) as well as sophisticated gas-surface interaction models have been being developed. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) 
Transport Equations
From the microscopic point of view, a particle without internal degrees of freedom can be characterised by its mass and velocity. Combining all particles with equal mass within a volume element, a phase space distribution function
can be defined. From Eq. (1) mean macroscopic gas properties can be found by evaluation of
for the temperature and (4)
where the thermal velocity V i is defined by
and n i denotes the species number density, which is given by n i = f i d c i . A general equation describing the change of the distribution function is the Boltzmann equation
which describes the change of the distribution function in time and phase space as a result of external forces and particle collisions, depending on local velocity. The term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) represents the Boltzmann collision integral 13) δf
which reflects the rate of change of f i with respect to time due to collisions. The prime refers to the value of a quantity after a collision and unprimed symbols denote the values before the collision. From the mathematical point of view, the Boltzmann equation is a very complicated integrodifferential equation which can be used to determine the velocity distribution function. Up to now, a general solution of the Boltzmann equation to describe macroscopic problems is not possible. Therefore, several simplifications are necessary to compute solutions for the Boltzmann equation.
Both Chapman 14) and Enskog 15) developed independently of each other a method for approximately solving the Boltzmann Equation by expressing it as an infinite series. The first term of this series, which represents the equilibrium solution, can be found quite easily by setting both sides of the Boltzmann Equation equal zero. This results in the well-known Maxwell distribution function
The following elements of the Enskog-Series result in subsequent approximation of the velocity distribution function in nonequilibrium. Limiting the series to two elements, one finds
where the perturbation function Φ i has to be determined by solving the collision integral (8) . Expressing the pertubation function by Sonine polynomials as explained by Hirschfleder et al. 13) , one obtains
for the second approximation to the velocity distribution function, where
is the reduced velocity. The vector
is the gradient vector for diffusion and contains contributions of mass diffusion, pressure diffusion as well as of external forces F j . Note that the determination of the diffusion gradient vector results in the partial pressure fraction φ i = p i /p as the gradient vector for mass diffusion in a multi-temperature environment.
The Sonine coefficients result from an infinite, fast converging series. Hence, these coefficients depend on the number of expansion terms α of the Sonine expansions. Note that the coefficients a i0 and a i1 become zero for α < 2. In literature, two different notations for the order of approximation can be found. While Chapman and Cowling 14) denote a i1 (α = 2) the first approximation, Hirschfelder et al. 13) use the value of α, which is preferred here as well. Usually, it is sufficient to use a low order of approximation for the determination of the transport coefficients since higher orders contribute to the coefficients by a small percentage only. 16) In URANUS different orders of approximation are employed depending on the coefficient under consideration. The highest order of approximation, namely α = 3, is used for the determination of the coefficient a e1 of the electrons. 1) In Eqs. (2) to (5), relations for determining mean gas properties have been given. Those can be reduced to equations of the type
where the value of the integral Ψ i ( x, t) is denoted a moment of the velocity distribution function. An equation for the determination of Ψ i is Maxwell's transport equation
which can be derived by multiplication of Boltzmann's Equation (7) with the property Ψ i and subsequent integration with respect to c i . Since the molecular property Ψ i is independent of space and time, one can rewrite Maxwell's transport equation and obtains
employing partial integration. In the following the contribution of external forces is neglected.
The collision integral becomes zero when evaluating Maxwell's transport equation for the collisional invariants. Those are mass, momentum and energy of the particles, i.e.
The well known Euler Equations are obtained from Maxwell's transport equations using the maxwellian velocity distribution function (9) for f . If Maxwell's Transport Equation (16) is evaluated for the collision invariants from Eq. (17) with f = f [1] from Eq. (10) the Navier-Stokes Equations are obtained.
For Ψ i = m i one finds (18) for the species balance equations. Employing the thermal diffusion coefficient
and the multi component diffusion coefficients (20) and introducing the mass diffusion flux by
Eq. (18) can be simplified to
Note that the determination of the multi component diffusion coefficients is not well-defined since the conditional equations for determining the sonine coefficients c
are linearly dependent. Because of the fact that j d j = 0, one of the coefficients can be chosen arbitrarily. The physical meaning is that the coefficients c
depend on the choice of a reference speed. Following Chapman and Cowling 14) and Hirschfelder et al. 13) it is common to chose V i as the reference speed which is equivalent to
Based on the quasi neutral assumption, the electron number density is determined from the number density of the ionised species.
With
for the momentum transport of the species, wherē (25) and the coefficient of viscosity
the momentum conservation equation
follows, when summing up the species momentum equations for all species. When solving Maxwell's Transport Equation (16) with f = f [1] for (28) for the translational energy, where e tr,i = 3/2 R i T i + 1/2 v 2 . In URANUS the translational thermal conductivity is distinguished between that of heavy particles (29) and that of electrons
The transport coefficients defined in Eqs. (19), (20) , (26), (29) and (30) are computed as explained in a previous publication. 1) Note that the models account only for elastic collisions for the determination of the transport coefficients. As in most other codes, the influence of inelastic collisions is considered only for the determination of the source terms, while the influence on the transport coefficients is neglected, see e.g. Graves and Argrow. 17) With the stress tensorτ = ηK (31) and Eqs. (31), (29) and (30), the translational energy balance equation can be expressed by
Since the formation enthalpy is a component specific constant independent of velocity, the species formation energy balance equation
which is obtained for Ψ i = m i h 0,i , has the same form as the species mass balance equations. In URANUS the source term S ch,i = S m,i h 0,i is considered in the caloric equation of state. Due to chemical reactions, the thermal energy content of the flow changes. For physical and chemical processes usually only the energy differences are of interest. For a general description a reference has to be defined. In chemistry the standard state of the elements of the periodic table is defined by T 0 ≡ 25 • C = 298, 15 K and p 0 ≡ 1 atm = 101300 Pa. In addition, the standard enthalpy of formation for an element in its standard state, i.e. the most common condition of state, is zero. In the case of URANUS, which considers the elements Nitrogen and Oxygen, the standard states are the molecular species N 2 and O 2 . Based on the definition of the standard state, the standard enthalpy of formation for most compounds can be found in literature. 18, 19) Since URANUS works according to the Kelvin scale, the standard formation enthalpy has to be converted according to
In addition to formation enthalpy, the species are characterised by additional energy fractions due to rotation, vibration and electronic excitation, which is caused by the bound electrons of the chemical species in electron shells above the ground level. All currently available models for CFD follow the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which states that rotation, vibration and electronic excitation are not coupled. If the internal energy states are decoupled, the internal energy of a molecule can be determined from the superposition of rotation, vibration and electronic energy
where ε int is the energy difference between ground state and actual quantum state. From a classical point of view, electronic excitation tends to lower the binding energy between molecular species. Hence, the internuclear distance increases, which in turn influences vibration. Changes of vibration alter the moment of inertia of a molecule and, therefore, influence rotation. However, several simplifications that are expected to have a more significant effect on flow properties than the Born-Oppenheimer approximation will be described in the following.
In state selective models, the different energy content is considered to distinguish between species. The additional energy fraction is added to the formation enthalpy. Each change of the internal quantum state is handled like a chemical reaction. Unfortunately, molecular species have a vast number of internal energy states. If one assumes 10 electronic levels with 30 vibrational and 300 rotational levels, a number of roughly 100000 levels arises. Even if levels with similar energy are grouped, a high number of species follows. The major disadvantage of the state selective approach is the extraordinary effort for determining the diffusion velocities and the reaction rates, which disallows for the use of state selective models for most real gas flow problems of interest. Hence, simplifications are necessary. The determination of the diffusion velocities becomes feasible under the assumption that the collision cross sections of the components are independent of quantum state. Hence, the diffusion coefficients of all species that differ only by quantum state are equal, which significantly facilitates the computation of the diffusion velocities. A more constrictive approach can be derived from equilibrium considerations. In equilibrium, the population density of the quantum states k can be described by analytical functions
which depend on only one distribution parameter T int,i . Reasonably, the distribution parameter T int,i is defined such that in equilibrium T = T int,i holds. This also applies if the deviation from equilibrium is small. With increasing nonequilibrium the temperatures differ, but the assumption of an analytical distribution function still holds if nonequilibrium is not too strong, which is the basis of the multi-temperature models. In contrast to the state selective approach where species balance equations for all quantum states have to be solved, the conditional equations of the multi-temperature approach are energy balance equations. The energy fraction associated with the excitation of internal degrees of freedom is linked to the distribution parameter T int,i by
where k is an arbitrary quantum state. For the basic principles of multi-temperature approach it is not necessary to distinguish between rotational, vibrational and electronic excitation since the treatment is identical for all types of internal excitation. In order to determine the distribution parameter T int,i , one may form two transport equations of the types of Eqs. (22) and (33) under consideration of Eq. (36) for each of the quantum states. Subsequently, the equations for one chemical species are summed up. A difficulty arises from the first term of the gradient vector for diffusion (13) . From the chain rule follows
which contains an additional diffusion contribution from φ i ∇ T f int,i due to the spacial dependency of the internal distribution function. Hence, the modelling of diffusion in the multi-temperature approach becomes as challenging as in the state selective approach. In order to approximate the influence of the additional diffusion flux, it is determined for a homogeneous gas. Under the assumption that the collision cross sections are independent of quantum state, the transport equations
for the internal energy transport of the quantum states follow. Since ε int,k is independent of time and space, the subsequent summation can be exchanged with the differentiation. One obtains
(40) for the additional diffusion term under consideration of Eq. (37). Hence, the influence of the additional diffusion flux can be treated as an additional contribution to heat conduction. Employing the specific heat capacity for the internal excitation
the associated internal heat conductivity
can be determined. One finally gets
∂(ρ i e int,i ) ∂t
for the transport of internal energy, which serves as a conditional equation for the determination of the internal energy e int,i and T int,i . In URANUS Brokaw's approximation 20) is employed to convert the internal heat conductivity in a homogeneous gas to the internal heat conductivity in a gas mixture λ int,i . Note that URANUS only considers the contribution of rotation and vibration, while electronic excitation is neglected in the current version. The energy conservation equation
is found summing up all translational and internal contributions, where the total energy and the total enthalpy are
and
respectively, and the convective heat flux vector is
Note that the only source term contribution to the total energy conservation equation is the radiation source term S rad , since radiation generation and transport are not treated in the CFD code. For the simulation of hyperbolic entry flows, the radiation source term is computed with the radiation transport code HERTA (High Enthalpy Radiation Transport Algorithm) 21) , which employs the program PA-RADE (Plasma Radiation Database) to determine the gas radiation spectrally resolved. 4, 22) Eqs. (22), (27) , (28), (43) and (44) can be expressed by
The conservation vector Thermochemical relaxation processes in the gas-phase are accounted for by the advanced multiple temperature Coupled Vibration-Chemistry-Vibration (CVCV) model 3) . The influence of vibrational and rotational excitation on chemistry and the influence of chemical reactions on vibration and rotation are modelled consistently in the source terms of the conservation equations. In dissociated re-entry, flows strong gradients are observed in densities, temperatures, and velocities. The discretization of the inviscid fluxes of the governing equations is performed in the physical space by a Godunov-type upwind scheme. 23, 24) Second order accuracy is achieved by employing TVD or WENO limited extrapolation. 2, 5) The upwind scheme constitutes a Riemann problem at the cell faces. High accuracy can be obtained with an exact linearisation of the Riemann problem. An approximate Riemann Solver for this approach has been developed by Roe 24) . One of the problems associated with the linearisation of the equations is that the change from subsonic to supersonic flow is the direct inversion of the change from supersonic to subsonic flow. Hence, the scheme allows for unphysical rarefaction shocks that are associated with a decrease of entropy. In order to solve this problem according to the second main clause of thermodynamics, an entropy correction has to be applied. 25) The entropy fix applied in URANUS suppresses both the occurrence of rarefaction shocks as well as the carbuncle phenomenon. 2) In addition to the approximate Riemann Solver of Roe, two additional flux splitting schemes are implemented in URANUS. 23, 26) Both schemes are very stable and are associated with less computational cost than the Roe solver, but are considered less accurate. Therefore, Roe's approximate solver has been employed for the determination of all results presented in section 3. The viscous fluxes are discretized in the transformed computational space by central differences on structured grids using formulae of second order accuracy.
To calculate the steady state solution of the finite volume Navier-Stokes equations from Eq. (48)
with the sum of the inviscid and viscous fluxes and the source terms R( Q), the implicit Euler time differencing with the usual Taylor series linearisation for R is applied. The resulting linear system
with Q n+1 = Q n +∆ Q, has to be solved for each time step. For ∆t → ∞ the scheme is exactly Newton's method.
Heterogenous surface reactions on the TPS influence the surface heat flux significantly. Kinetic gas-surface interaction models are implemented in the URANUS code in order to take into account near-surface rarefaction effects in leeward flows, base flows, and general re-entry flows at high altitudes. 6, 11) Mass, momentum and energy fluxes to the TPS are computed by solving Maxwell's transport equation (15) for the particles approaching the surface. Surface slip is modelled by balancing incoming and outgoing fluxes at the surface. The global catalysis model, which assumes complete chemical energy accommodation at the surface, is presently used in the 3D version of the URANUS code. 9) The catalytic behavior of the implemented technical surfaces (SiC, SiO 2 ) is modelled by overall recombination coefficients which were measured by Stewart in a large surface temperature range. 27) For design approaches, nonand fully-catalytic cases can also be simulated by the 3D URANUS code. More advanced gas-surface interaction models, which allow for a detailed simulation of the elementary reactions as well as of active and passive oxidation of SiC, are available in the 2D/axisymmetric code. 8, 11, 10) The 3D Parallel-Multiblock URANUS code features models for radiative exchange between the surface elements and for heat conduction within the TPS. 28) Most of the advanced complex surface boundary conditions as well as all other boundary conditions are implemented implicitly.
Results
In order to invesitgate the influence of the slip flow modelling, simulations of the re-entry of the US Space Shuttle orbiter at high altitudes have been performed. 11, 12) The results have been compared to Navier-Stokes 6) and DSMC 29, 30) results at altitudes of 92.35 km, 99.49 km, 105.31 km and at 109.75 km, where significant rarefaction effects arose. In order to compare the results, no reactions have been considered at the surface and complete accommodation was assumed. The axisymmetric simulations have been performed for equivalent hyperboloids on structured grids consisting of 89 × 76 cells.
For the 92.35 km altitude case good agreement of the shock stand-off distance and the post shock behaviour of translational temperature compared to the DSMC result of Carlson and Bird 29) is shown in Fig. 1 . The agreement in vibrational temperature is rather poor, which is assumed to originate from different gas-phase relaxation models. The skin friction coefficients determined with slip model are shown in Fig. 2 . When comparing with the DSMC results of Moss and Bird 30) , good agreement can be observed. Fig. 3 compares the heat fluxes with applied slip boundary conditions to the DSMC results of Moss and Bird 30) . Surprisingly, disagreement is found especially at low altitudes, where both Navier-Stokes as well as DSMC approach are expected to obtain equal results. As found by 7) the differences arise from the different post shock relaxation models and do not indicate a failure of the NavierStokes equations.
The influence of the catalysis and radiative transfer on the thermal loads of a re-entry vehicle have been investigated for the re-entry of the X-38 vehicle at 64.6 km of altitude and a velocity of 6085 m/s. 31) The X-38 experimental vehicle was developed as a prototype for the Crew Return Vehicle (CRV), which was intended to allow for a quick return of astronauts on the International Space Station to earth in cases of emergency. The results of X-38 are of particular interest for the modelling of heat conduction within the TPS and radiative exchange at the surface, since the geometry of the vehicle has concave shapes and angular parts. In order to withstand the thermal loads during re-entry, the vehicle was equipped with different thermal protection systems according to the expected loads. Nose cap, nose skirt, and chin panel are made of C/C-SiC, which is considered in the simulations. The rest of X-38's surface is equipped with SiO 2 tiles, which is also taken into account for the simulations discussed here. At the considered trajectory point, X-38 has an angle of attack of α = 40 • and the body flap deflection angle is δ = 20 • . For the simulations of the X-38, a multiblock mesh from DLR has been Fig. 4 shows the influence of TPS heat conduction on the surface temperature distribution at the rear side. At first sight there are no great differences to observe; the temperature distribution has the same topology. However, the temperature distribution is smoothed. The temperature displacements show a 3D behavior with significant changes in the maximum values varying between -100 K and +200 K. As shown in Fig. 5 , a significant increase of the surface temperature has been observed at the cavity zone of the vehicle's body flap where the radiative exchange is a dominant mechanism. The simulations depicted an increase of 500 K at the main body of the X-38 and 370 K at the body flap. 31) This result is very important and shows how significant the consideration of radiative exchange is. Considering the low pressure in this concave zone, active oxidation of the C/SiC Fig. 5 . Temperature difference at the cavity region of the body flap of the X-38 due to radiative exchange. 31) material would have been highly probable.
Ceramics based on SiC withstand temperatures above 2000 K and have a high emissivity, which allows for an effective radiation cooling of the surface. Hence, the nose caps of the US Shuttle orbiter, X-38 and Hope-X are all based on silicon carbide. In comparison to SiO 2 -based materials, the catalysis of SiC concerning Oxygen and Nitrogen atoms is significantly higher at high temperatures. 27) Furthermore, SiC may react with Oxygen or Nitrogen, forming the gaseous species SiO, SiN, CO and CN. If the surface temperature is sufficiently low and the oxygen partial pressure is sufficiently high, a solid SiO 2 -layer may form at the surface and acts as a protection layer for the underlying SiC. All of the reactions described so far are exothermal, i.e. chemical energy is transferred towards the surface. Therefore, a protective SiO 2 -layer is desirable at the surface since SiO 2 not only protects the SiC from further oxidation but is also less catalytic. Ambient conditions leading to the formation of a protective SiO 2 -layer are called 'passive'. Unfortunately, the protective SiO 2 -layer is removed from the surface in the temperature range of 1600 K to 2100 K depending on oxygen partial pressure. As a consequence, the bare SiC is exposed to the highly reactive, partially dissociated gas flow. In this case, the reaction behavior is called 'active'.
The influence of active and passive oxidation on surface loads on SiC based materials has been investigated for the MIRKA re-entry flow under conditions where active as well as passive oxidation of SiC is possible. 12) MIRKA is a German experimental re-entry capsule, with a spherical shape of 1 m in diameter that was successfully flown in October 1997. To protect MIRKA against thermal loads during the re-entry, the outer layer of the TPS consisted of a C/SiC heat shield. The surface model for SiC developed by Fertig et al. 10, 12) accounts for active and passive oxidation of SiC as well as for catalysis on SiO 2 and SiC. The results of the simulations have been compared with the experimtal results of the HEATIN (Heat Shield Instrumentation) experiment. 32) Under peak heating conditions at about 56 km of altitude and a velocity of 6626 m/s, the gas conditions were transitional in the stagnation area, i.e. both active as well as passive oxidation of SiC was possible. Hence, oxidation at the surface depends on the initial oxidation state.
In order to investigate the influence of the transition on surface heat flux, URANUS was firstly initiated with passive oxidation (PAT study) and secondly initiated with active oxidation (APT study). The resulting heat fluxes at the finding of the PAT and the APT studies is shown in Fig. 7 where the stream lines in the stagnation area are shown. Active oxidation is associated with a rapid material loss at the surface. As a result, the stream lines originate at the surface in an active oxidation environment.
Summary
Within this paper the core of the URANUS nonequilibrium has been explained based on rigorous kinetic theory.
By comparison of simulation results with other codes and experimental data the potential of URANUS has been demonstrated.
Future work is intended to focus on atmospheres of other celestial bodies and the modelling of electronic excitation.
